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The text of this presentation is made available under 
a Creative Commons (Attribution-NonCommercial-
ShareAlike) license. You can fold, spindle, and 
mutilate it; but if you do so, and distribute those 
mutilations, you need to be willing to let other 
people fold, spindle, and mutilate what you’ve done.

© 2011 Adam Jury
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I’m Adam Jury; I co-own and work 
for Posthuman Studios. We make 
roleplaying games, and soon, board and 
card games. Tonight I’m going to talk 
to you a little bit about how we publish 
and why we do what we do.

Our model is openness: we publish in 
open formats whenever possible with 
material under a Creative Commons 
license; we disclose our sales figures 
to our fanbase; and internally, our 
company is a direct horizontal 
democracy.
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Posthuman overview
•  We publish in the most open formats 

possible (PDF, ePub) whenever 
possible.

•  Our electronic books are priced 
inexpensively.

•  We sell “Hack Packs” for each book, 
full of files that hardcore fans may be 
interested in.

•  Our releases are all Creative Commons 
(Attribution-NonCommercial-
ShareAlike)
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oPen formats
•  Our primary sales are of print books 

(6,000 copies of the Eclipse Phase 
core rulebook in the first 18 months of 
release), but our electronic unit sales 
are high, with over 1,500 sales of the 
Eclipse Phase PDF in those 18 months.
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some sort of cataclysmic event that wiped out their 

civilization. The nature of this event has yet to be 

determined, but it raises concerns for many research-

ers. Having suffered through its own near-apocalypse, 

it is not comforting for transhumanity to find evi-

dence that other alien species did not.
Though the Iktomi are likely long extinct, the rem-

nants of their civilizations presents a plot hook for 

gamemasters to use for building scenarios. Perhaps 

evidence is uncovered of Iktomi settlements in other 

star systems, and the characters are sent to investigate 

or a relic is unearthed that suggests the Iktomi fell 

prey to some danger that now threaten transhumanity. THE PANDORA GATESThe five known Pandora gates (see Opening Pandora’s 

Gate, p. 46) all look and operate in a similar fashion, 

though they vary wildly in terms of size, shape, and 

available destinations. The gates are built from some 

sort of stable exotic matter whose full atomic struc-

ture scientists haven’t come close to cracking. To touch 

and sight, however, the gates appear to be constructed 

from a timeless-seeming polished black metal with no 

signs of aging or wear and tear. Something about the 

gates’ physical composition makes them difficult to 

look at, as if the viewer cannot quite focus on their 

outlines. Some onlookers have reported feelings of 

GUARDIANS
Guardian Factors serve as bodyguards for ambassadors 

or other Factors whenever they leave a Factor ship.

COG COO INT REF SAV SOM WIL MOX

20 20 15 20 10 25 15 —
INIT SPD LUC TT IR DUR WT DR

7 1 — — — 50 10 75

Movement Rate: 4/20 Skills: Climbing 40, Exotic Ranged Attack: Factor 

Dust 65, Fray 50, Free Fall 40, Freerunning 40, Infil-

tration 40, Intimidation 50, Kinesics 20, Perception 

50, Profession: Security Procedures 50, Unarmed 

Combat (Tentacles) 50 (60)Notes: Chameleon Skin, Eelware, Electrical Sense, 

Grip Pads, Infrared Sensing, Magnetoception, 

Poison Gland (Factor Dust Toxin), Tentacle Whip 

(DV 2d10 + 1, AP –1)

THE IKTOMILittle is known about the alien race known as the 

Iktomi except for the ancient ruins they left behind 

on Echo V (p. 109). No Iktomi specimens have been 

found so far, though certain architectural remains 

suggest a predilection for web-like structures. This 

has been bolstered by certain other features and relics 

which suggest these aliens had a segmented, multi-

legged, arthropod-type form—thus their given name, 

after a Native American spider god.
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oPen formats
•  Selling titles as PDFs is extremely common in the hobby gaming industry, 

with roughly 95% of titles that are available in print also being sold 
as PDFs (Only one major company, Wizards of the Coast, publisher of 
Dungeons & Dragons, abstains.) Additionally, there are hundreds of books 
and accessories released as PDFs each year that never see print.

•  ePub and Kindle titles are gaining some traction, but the back-and-forth 
referencing that many of our titles requires doesn’t translate well to ePub—
or, more accurately, nobody has made a serious attempt to do so yet.

Nonetheless, transhumanity has come to Venus and, 

with it, debate over how to make use of the planet. 

Venus has no permanently inhabited surface settle-

ments other than a few mining camps and equipment 

and supply caches used by planetside researchers. 

Despite difficulties, transhumanity has found survival 

strategies that work here. The most surprising of these 

are the aerostats, lighter-than-carbon dioxide habitats 

that float in the thick Venusian atmosphere. Aside 

from a few independents or ones loyal to the Planetary 

Consortium, these aerostats are the base of the new 

Morningstar Constellation power bloc. Notable for 

their research labs, nanofab design houses, software 

studios, and luxury resorts, the Constellation’s 

aerostats are increasingly at odds with Planetary 

Consortium and Lunar-Lagrange Alliance interests.

On some aerostats, areas populated only by inden-

tured synthmorphs are open to the Venusian atmo-

sphere. Some 5,000,000 transhumans live in aerostat 

habitats and another 10,000 on the surface. Roughly 

350,000 transhumans live in habitats orbiting Venus.

Though the Planetary Consortium is consider-

ing the launch of a Venusian terraforming project, 

this plan is actively opposed by the Morningstar 

Constellation. The Constellation’s aerostats see the 

terraforming proposals—which include massive com-

etary bombardment or building a planet-sized sun 

shade to cool the atmosphere—as not only unwork-

able but disruptive to their lives and profits.

The habitat is owned almost entirely by the hypercorp 

Jaehon Offworld, which built Cannon with backing 

from Lunar banks looking to diversify in anticipation 

of a post-He3 Lunar economy. Most of the 10,000 

inhabitants are Jaehon employees, and security is tight. 

Cannon makes a long loop of the heavily mined Caloris 

basin during the long Mercurian night before following 

a route that takes it around the planet’s northern hemi-

sphere, avoiding the blasting rays of the sun. Along the 

way, it stops at a series of mining operations, collecting 

the gigantic ingots for launch into orbit.

VENUS
Venus is Earth’s closest neighbor and the planet most 

like it in terms of size and geology. It is a rugged world 

of volcanic mountains, canyons, high plateaus, and 

sweeping volcanic planes crisscrossed by river-like 

magma channels. Much of the surface is basaltic rock. 

The climate of Venus is one of the most inhospitable 

in the solar system. Perhaps only the hideous radiation 

of the inner Jovian moons presents a more difficult 

challenge to transhuman colonization. The Venusian 

atmosphere is a superheated maelstrom of carbon 

dioxide and sulfuric acid, with an atmospheric pres-

sure at its surface equivalent to that five kilometers 

below the surface of Earth’s oceans. Venus also lacks 

more than trace amounts of hydrogen, meaning that 

water must be imported in the form of iceteroids from 

the outer system.
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oPen formats
•  Our sales of fiction via ePub vastly outnumber 

our sales of the same fiction via the Kindle store. 
Some of this difference can be accounted for by 
our stated preference as a company towards open 
formats. Further differences can be accounted by the 
availability of our ePubs on the same services that 
sell our PDFs. The remainder of the difference we will 
chalk up to our customer’s good tastes.

•  Our Kindle titles contain this disclaimer—If you 
ever receive this file encumbered by Digital Rights 
Management (DRM), please email us at  
info@posthumanstudios.com to request a version 
without.—Just in case Amazon decides that all KDP-
based publishers are suddenly forced to use DRM. Our 
sales of fiction (ePub/PDF/Mobi bundles) on sites 
that cater to our gaming fanbase outsell Amazon by a 
wide margin.
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electronic Pricing
The worth of electronic books is highly-debatable. We 
attack the public’s varied opinions on the worth of 
electronic books in several ways:

•  Due to the Creative Commons license, our titles are 
available for free to anyone who wants to download 
them. We seed them to bittorrent services ourselves.

•  PDF releases of printed books are priced very 
competitively, at $10 or $15, which is below average 
for our industry.

•  PDF releases that are not available in print (often 
short material, 16-20 pages) are priced at $5. This is 
above average for our industry, but the higher price 
allows us to break-even sooner and pay contributors 
the same rates they would get for a printed 
publication.
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hack Packs
“Hack” is a good word. Hackers create, make, and 
break things; computer criminals commit crimes.

•  In addition to our books, we sell Hack Packs, which 
are collections of files that relate to the book—
150DPI artwork, planning documents, alternate 
versions of some graphics/artwork, etc. The Hack 
Pack content adds another $5 to the PDF purchase 
price, and they sell quantities roughly equal to the 
lone PDF download. In other words, half of our fans 
are willing to pony up an additional $5 to support 
us, in exchange for content that we have already 
created or paid for—just in a different format than 
how we usually sell it.

•  I’m loathe to call anything “free money,” but 
curating these Hack Packs takes roughly an hour 
per release.
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creative commons
All of our books are released under  a Creative 
Commons (Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike) 
license. The only way to pirate our material is to deny 
someone else their rights to access it! We think this is 
extremely powerful for several reasons:

•  We aren’t afraid of piracy to begin with, and by 
allowing people to distribute our stuff, those who 
would normally pirate it like us, instead of seeing 
us as “the man” or “the enemy.” Three sample 
downloader comments: 

 “Posthuman Studios, you are the best people. Keep being awesome like this.”
 “Interesting, very interesting. I cannot but want to give this a shot; I keep see-
ing it on the shelf in my friendly local game store, but haven't had the spare cash to 
check it out. After this, I'll know for sure if I want to buy it. Thank you!”
 “Posthuman Studios has infinite wisdom of falcon!”
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creative commons
•  It is the ultimate “try-before-you-buy” availability. 

We don’t require people to register to download it, 
we allow them to pass it along organically.

•  Our game and book’s availability is perpetual: if 
we stop publishing for any reason, we can’t stop 
people from distributing our stuff.

Tangent: The only people that, in the end, care 
about anything, are the people that consume it. 
The company—as an entity, not the individuals 
involved—that owns it only cares as long as they 
can make money. 

Culture is not preserved by corporations, but by individuals.
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why oPen is imPortant
•  The first thing I do when I buy a Kindle book is 

download it to my Mac, use the DeDRM AppleScript 
to break it down to a plain MOBI file, and then 
use Calibre to convert it to ePub. Then I dunk the 
ePub into iBooks, because I like keeping all my 
purchased and freely-available books in the same 
virtual bookshelf. I want to control what I buy and 
consume.

DeDRM AppleScript:
http://apprenticealf.wordpress.com/2010/11/18/dedrm-applescript-for-mac-os-x-10-5-10-6/
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an oPen examPle:
ePub straight to the Point
A fine example of this is Liz Castro’s ePub Straight to 
the Point, which if you buy directly from her, comes 
in ePub format. This is awesome for several reasons, 
including the following:

•  You can open it up and look at how she created 
particular effects.

•  You can manually apply corrections to the file itself, 
or even delete portions of the document that are 
irrelevant to you.

ePub Straight to the Point:
http://www.elizabethcastro.com/epub/
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nobody wants drm
Does anyone like buying something with copy-
protection or encumbered with DRM? Does anyone like 
having to activate Creative Suite, and deactivate it, or 
spend time on the phone with Adobe tech support so 
we can access the things we paid for?

Of course not. No rational human being wants their 
rights restricted. We all understand that for reasons 
of safety, each and every one of us has our rights 
restricted in some way every day—but none of us want 
to pay money for something that cannot harm others 
and be told how and when we can use it.

Cory Doctorow’s DRM Talk:
http://craphound.com/msftdrm.txt
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drm failings
All DRM systems fail. The only copy-protection that currently 
works is scheduled back-and-forth authentication with central 
servers, and even these systems can be thwarted, especially 
as they relate to consumable content and productivity 
software—the only place they are close to bulletproof is with 
console games and other subscription services (Netflix!), but 
even this isn’t 100% true.

Of course, even in our almost-always-on society, software 
and content creators can’t assume that customers are online 
100% of the time. Sometimes technical shortcomings render 
us offline, and sometimes, rumour has it, people head offline 
by choice. All DRM and CP schemes must work around this 
offline-ness, which gives them an additional area of attack.

Money spent fighting piracy is money that any company could 
instead spend on making better content and offering that 
content in wider formats and venues to more people.

Cory Doctorow’s DRM Talk:
http://craphound.com/msftdrm.txt
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Posthuman studios  
as an organization
•  Three founders and co-owners. Geographically distributed—

Alberta, Canada; Chicago; and Orange County.
•  Legally, we are an LLC. Hooray for Delaware!
•  However, we operate more like a collective.
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our organization chart 
is horizontal
•  We have no hierarchy. Everyone is equally responsible for 

managing themselves and providing oversight to others.
•  You may find it ironic, but anarchists really seem to love 

meetings.
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how we make decisions
•  Major company decisions are handled via discussion and 

consensus, falling back to a simple vote if we can’t reach 
consensus after two rounds of discussion.

  •  Minor company decisions are handled via ad-hoc discussion. 
Escalated if necessary.
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beyond the owners
•  Outsourcing: we contract with a company to handle the 

physical fulfillment of our books, as well as accounts 
receivable, and other boring office/shipping tasks that none 
of the founders personally want to do.

•  Freelancing: Much of our art, writing, and editing is from a 
pool of stable and growing freelancers. Our pay rates are 
competitive within our industry, and unlike many publishers 
we pay contributors when projects go to press—or sooner—
as opposed to after the project is released.
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relationshiP  
with our fans
•  Availability: our general info email address  

(info@posthumanstudios.com) sends email to all three  
co-owners. We answer emails ourselves, delegating between 
us as appropriate. 

I like saying: “I hate doing customer service, but I love 
having done it.”

•  Disclosure: Yearly, we disclose sales figures, important 
milestones, successes, and failures to our fanbase.
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thank you &
getting in touch

twitter  @adamjury
email  adam@adamjury.com 
www  adamjury.com


